Measurement of exhaled alveolar nitrogen oxide in patients with lung cancer: a friend from the past still precious today

Abstract: Nitric oxide (NO) is a marker of airway inflammation and indirectly a general indicator of inflammation and oxidative stress. NO is a contributing factor in lung cancer at an early stage and also after chemotherapy treatment of lung cancer. We studied whether exhaled NO levels were altered by three cycles of chemotherapy at diagnosis and after chemotherapy, and whether, directly or indirectly, these changes were related to the course of disease. Also, a correlation of NO levels with other markers of inflammation was performed. We studied 42 patients diagnosed early: 26 men and 16 women with lung cancer. We analyzed blood tests for control of inflammatory markers, functional pulmonary tests, and alveolar exhaled NO. We recorded a decrease in exhaled NO after three cycles of chemotherapy in all patients, regardless of histological type and stage: there were 42 patients with mean 9.8 NO after three cycles (average 7.7). Also, a strong correlation appeared between NO measurements before and after chemotherapy and C-reactive protein ($P < 0.05$, $r = 0.42$, before) and ($P < 0.045$, $r = 0.64$, after). NO alveolar measurement as an indicator of airway inflammation indicates response to chemotherapy in lung cancer. Also, the inflammatory process in lung cancer was confirmed and indicated response to chemotheraphy through an index that is sensitive to inflammatory disease of the airways.
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Introduction

The lung is currently the most common origin of cancer tumors in the male European population (in the US, it comes after the prostate, while in Japan it comes after the digestive tract in men). A rate of 30% of all cancer-related deaths is attributed to lung cancer, as it presents high mortality. Lung cancer in the female population is currently found in fifth position worldwide and is increasing progressively.1

In fact, all lung cancers originate from epithelial tissue. There are various subtypes of bronchogenic carcinoma, with the most common being epidermoid carcinoma, adenocarcinoma, microcellular carcinoma, and large-cell carcinoma. These subtypes are reported in 99% of all histologically confirmed lung cancers. Non-small-cell lung cancer accounts for 80% of lung neoplasias. During first diagnosis, a small proportion of patients have limited disease (stages I and II), while most of them are diagnosed with locally advanced (stage III) and metastatic disease (stage IV), each with a different clinical course and different overall survival.2,3

During the last few years, several biological agents have been implicated in the pathogenetic mechanisms of cancer, mainly cytokines. It seems that cytokines play an important role in the growth of cancer cells and their ability to metastasize
to remote tissues and form colonies.\textsuperscript{4–6} An inflammation marker is the measurement of exhaled nitric oxide. NO is produced in small quantities by epithelial and endothelial cells, but inflammatory cells contribute to the increase of NO levels, thus explaining the observed correlation between NO levels and eosinophilic inflammation.\textsuperscript{7–9} Exhaled NO is a noninvasive marker of airway inflammation. Some studies in progress are investigating how exhaled NO can play the role of a predictive factor and be correlated with other inflammatory diseases of the lung besides asthma. It has been observed that NO levels are high in the exhaled air of patients with bronchial asthma, whereas they are significantly lower in patients who receive treatment with inhaled steroids.\textsuperscript{10} It has also been found that although increased NO production in some cases enhances the airway inflammation induced by oxidative mechanisms, it can also at the same time have protective properties against cytotoxicity that is caused by the inflammation.\textsuperscript{11,12} In a humid environment like the inner surface of the airways, the production of NO may be expressed with the formation of stable end products of its metabolism, such as nitrates (NO\textsubscript{3}) and nitrites (NO\textsubscript{2}).\textsuperscript{13}

Oxidative stress, which is defined as an increased exposure to oxidative agents and/or low antioxidant activity, is involved in airway inflammatory diseases. The O\textsubscript{2} and NO combination leads to the formation of peroxinitrite (ONOO\textsuperscript{–}), which is a particularly active molecule capable of damaging the bronchial epithelium. O\textsubscript{2} is rapidly metabolized into hydrogen peroxide (H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2}), which is diffused within the airways and evaporates in the exhaled air. H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} is increased in exhaled air condensate in patients with bronchial asthma and can be used as a noninvasive airway-inflammation marker. Exhaled NO has been proposed as an airway-inflammation marker. NO levels should normally be increased in the context of all airway inflammatory diseases. However, in patients with cystic fibrosis, NO levels were found to be normal or decreased compared to those of healthy subjects, while in patients with bronchiectasis no increased NO levels were found.\textsuperscript{14,15} Furthermore, more recent observations, such as in Horváth et al, revealed that there is no correlation between NO concentration in exhaled air and H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} in exhaled air condensate of asthma patients, mainly in those with an unstable clinical course.\textsuperscript{16,17} It is known that NO is an unstable volatile molecule that rapidly transforms into nonvolatile nitrates (NO\textsubscript{3}–) and nitrites (NO\textsubscript{2}–), and this reaction is influenced by airway inflammation.\textsuperscript{18,19} Thus, the hypothesis was formulated that the measurement of stable end products of NO metabolism, such as nitrates and nitrites, is a more reliable way of expressing airway inflammation in conditions such as cystic fibrosis.\textsuperscript{20,21}

The determination of nitrates in exhaled air condensate is performed through a chromatography method based on the Griess reaction. More specifically, 100 μL of condensate are mixed with 100 μL of Griess reagent (N-[1-naphthyl] ethylenediamine dihydrochloride 0.1%, sulfanilamide 0.1%, H\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} 3%). Then the absorption of the colored product of the reaction is measured with a photometer at 570 nm. Nightingale et al\textsuperscript{22} measured the nitrates by means of a fluorometric method that was described by Misko et al\textsuperscript{23} and is more sensitive than the Griess assay. In a recent study, exhaled air condensate was measured for the total of nitrates and nitrites, ie, the total of NO metabolism end products. Therefore, the nitrates were enzymatically transformed into nitrates under the influence of nitrate reductase, and then total nitrates (reduced nitrates + nitrites) were measured with the Griess assay.\textsuperscript{23,24}

We studied the change in exhaled NO levels after the onset of chemotherapy compared to the levels at diagnosis, and whether they were directly correlated to the course of the disease, as independent predictive factors either for overall survival or disease recurrence.

We also correlated NO levels with other inflammation markers, with the stage of the disease, and even with chemotherapy, since the measurement was performed before and after three cycles of chemotherapy. The NO sensitivity marker is affected by both environmental and pharmaceutical factors, as well as by history of smoking.

Thus, the ultimate goal of the study was to demonstrate that NO is a risk factor for chronic inflammation of the respiratory system.\textsuperscript{25}

Materials and methods

Forty-two newly-diagnosed patients (26 men and 16 women) with lung cancer were studied, irrespective of histological type. They were submitted to blood tests (complete blood count, erythrocyte sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein), full biochemistry analysis (urea, creatinine, total proteins, albumin, bilirubin, serum glutamic oxaloacetic transaminase, serum glutamic pyruvate transaminase, alkaline phosphatase, γ-glutamyl transpeptidase, K, Na, Ca), full functional respiratory test, and alveolar exhaled NO test (Table 1). Patients were matched for as many common characteristics as possible, such as smoking history with the same number of packs per year, good-performance status (0–1), common geographical origin for environmental reasons (eg, coming from a large city, such as Athens or Thessaloniki), and withdrawal from...
any anti-inflammatory medication, eg, cortisone. Therefore, we avoided including in the study patients with brain and bone metastases receiving anti-inflammatory medication.

The patients were submitted to serum sampling to measure NO level, and a full functional respiratory test was performed upon diagnosis and after three cycles of chemotherapy. Also, patients who had undergone adjuvant chemotherapy were excluded, because it has been shown that surgical interventions increase inflammation markers, and this would lead to false conclusions.

Valuable information was recorded from the patients’ medical files, such as the stage and the location of the disease, date of disease recurrence or progression, total length of survival, pathoanatomical features such as histological type, differentiation, and immunohistochemistry of the tumor, as well as clinical data such as possible weight loss through body mass index and skeletal mass index (SMI) measurement. In addition, potential chemotherapy side effects and growth-factor administration were recorded in order to obtain as much information as possible, so as to avoid any acute inflammation that would bias NO-related data (Table 2 and Table 3). The study was approved by the investigational review boards of Sotiria Hospital and G Papanikolaou General Hospital, and all patients signed an informed consent.

Results
All data were correlated with exhaled NO values. Statistical data analysis was performed with SPSS 17 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA) software. Due to patient numbers, statistical analysis was conducted with nonparametric factors and the multifactorial study was confirmed by t-test and analysis of variance.

A decrease in exhaled NO was recorded after three cycles of chemotherapy in all patients, regardless of histology type and stage. More particularly, 42 patients with an original NO mean value of 9.8 presented a mean value of 7.7 after three cycles of chemotherapy. Also, a strong positive correlation was recorded between NO before and after chemotherapy and C-reactive protein (\(P < 0.05, r = 0.42\) [before] and \(P < 0.045, r = 0.64\) [after]). Another interesting strong positive correlation was recorded between exhaled NO and monocytes (\(P < 0.003, r = 0.49\)), irrespective of chemotherapy, ie, both before and after chemotherapy. In contrast, although NO would be expected to correlate with eosinophils, this was not demonstrated in our study.

Discussion
In this study, there was a positive correlation of exhaled NO with one common inflammation marker and an evident spontaneous decrease after three cycles of chemotherapy. However, it is also important to examine first the NO increase in patients with first-diagnosed primary lung cancer. According to studies by Chan et al\(^\text{26}\) and Wewel et al,\(^\text{27}\) the increase of oxidative stress that occurs during lung cancer oncogenesis affects exhaled NO through the reverse relation of \(\text{H}_2\text{O}_2\) with atmospherically exhaled NO. This mechanism was first observed in atmospheric pollution in measurements that were performed and followed by further analyses. Therefore, NO measurement was conducted under the most strictly controlled conditions, because it is a measurement that is highly sensitive to exogenous factors.

The concurrent decrease of NO and monocytes and their high correlation is justified by the interpretation that the monocytes/macrophages are basically involved in the production of NO. Identical results from another study by Masri et al proved this to be true. Furthermore, in two studies, it seemed that monocytes and NO reached the nadir at the moment when the chemotherapy drug reached its peak activity.\(^\text{28,29}\)

A basic parameter taken into account is the significant effect of smoking on the change of exhaled NO. It has also been observed that smoking needs to be given up for at least 6–8 weeks so that NO is restored to its normal levels. Thus, an initial mean value in the order of 6.8 may be justified, since patients from diagnosis to chemotherapy onset quit smoking, and this period is usually no longer than a month. It would have been valuable if we were able to examine the initial NO value during a longer time period. However, this was impossible due to the severity of the disease and the emergency treatment required. Furthermore, similar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Patient characteristics</th>
<th>Mean values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>66.6 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index</td>
<td>27.8 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEV(_1) (%)</td>
<td>75 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking (pack-years)</td>
<td>54 ± 8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: values are shown as mean ± standard deviation.

Abbreviation: FEV\(_1\), forced expiratory volume in 1 second.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Histological classification</th>
<th>Number of subjects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Squamous</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenocarcinoma</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small-cell carcinoma</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large-cell carcinoma</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
results were observed in two more studies following local radiotherapy in lung cancer. Specifically, Inoue et al studied the behavior of NO in patients with lung cancer and observed a significant NO reduction, with the exception of patients who developed postradiation pneumonitis and had three- to fourfold higher NO levels.30,31

Finally, in studies performed on the basis of the size and count of macrophages in relation to NO, a positive correlation was proven only with macrophages and exhaled NO.32 Also, in studies by Liu et al32 a correlation was observed between interleukin 4 and interferon-γ and exhaled NO. These studies certainly refer only to the time of first lung cancer diagnosis and not following therapeutic treatments.

Consequently, in our study, which was performed at two time points (before and after chemotherapy), some previous studies have been confirmed, but nothing equivalent has been published yet.

Conclusion
NO as an airway-inflammation marker indicates response to lung cancer chemotherapy. Consequently, the inflammatory process in lung cancer is confirmed, but also shows response to chemotherapy through a marker that is sensitive to airway inflammatory diseases and has never been used before in the context of lung cancer before and after chemotherapy. A strong correlation with monocytes before and after treatment confirms the results, since we know that monocytes are involved in the production of NO.
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